
Who?
“GorillaBot are a costume clad trio who are about to take 
the Birmingham music scene by storm with their unique 
funk-rock sound. Fronting the band, you have Ben Bot, an 
all singing, all dancing (literally), guitar wielding robot. 
Dressed in a high viz vest and what appear to be chef’s 
trousers, Ben Bot is straight out of a Frank Zappa inspired 
wet dream. Slapping the bass, we have El Bajo, a Mexican 
wrestler bringing bass riffs thicker than Kim Kardashians 
ass. And lastly, we have J’Rilla, raining down beats like it’s 
monsoon season.” 
Chrissy Hall, Bloggers Gamut.

History
The Gorilla and Robot’s worlds collided with a chance 
meeting in the jungle ten thousand years ago. An Ooh and 
a Beep and a zap of static shock lead to an unlikely bond 
between animal and machine.

‘Arriba!’ came the cry from mysterious masked mad man 
El Bajo and with him GorillaBot entered a new era. No 
longer confined to the jungle and space, El Bajo brought 
with him the idea of performing to Human audiences 
(along with a fistful of aggression). Now this trio can be 
witnessed across the globe and are being heralded by 
many as truly one of the wonders of the modern world.

Performances
Edinburgh Fringe, Brighton Fringe, Supersonic Festival, 
Cheltenham Jazz Festival, Hare and Hounds, Cogs Bar, 
Centrala, The Night Owl...

GorillaBot  “one hell of a party”                          Funk/Rock/Robot/More

Influences
Primus | George Clinton | RHCP | Frank Zappa | Paddy 
Steer | RATM | James Brown | Beyoncé

"A full on procession through the dark corridors of three 
very askew minds. A beautifully complex racket." 
Giles Logan, Birmingham Wire.

“A new brand of organised chaos." “Gorillabot is more of 
an experience than simply a gig.”
Chrissy Hall, Bloggers Gamut.

Contact - Ben Lee
•benleeguitar@outlook.com
•07894 533 781 

Links
•Photos
•Logos/Artwork
•Music  (EP 1st Aug 2017)
•Tech Spec

Members
Ben Bot - Guitar and Vocals
El Bajo - Bass and Vocals

Jack Gorilla - Drums and Vocals
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